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ABSTRACT
The long-awaited reform to consolidate bankruptcy laws in India and an
attempt to contain the lengthy and painstakingly long insolvency proceeding
gave birth to Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code of India in 2016 by an act of
Parliament. India has placed itself at 134th position out of 190 countries in
World Bank’s Ease of Doing Business Index 2015 on easy insolvency
resolution process. Thus, the legislation places itself in a crucial position
with regards to its impact on ease of doing business. This note explores the
benefits of the legislation, its evolution process and how it can prove itself
shelf worthy. The Act is described to be ambitious since it radically changes
the insolvency procedure in India consequentially slips into the scrutiny of
jurists, economists and businessmen for simple reason that each facet has
the potential to impact the ease of doing business in India. The note is an
attempt at investigating the legislative intent and plausible outcomes of this
crucial legislation.
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PRELUDE
The Insolvency regime has undergone a foundational change when
Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, (IBC) 2016 was passed in May, 2016.
The single act has revamped the entire insolvency regime some of which
were laws back from 1924.1 The IBC has demarcated stark differences from
the previous regime of insolvency.2
The law under this code does not ascertain the outcome of insolvency or set
unreasonable standards for goal but merely provides with a design or
structural framework for a process leading to resolution. In the light of
which the law has brought new institutions to the board like the Insolvency
Professionals, Insolvency Professional Agencies and Information Utility in
order to ensure speedy and efficient resolution. Additionally, the law also
brought a statutory bankruptcy regulator and the Insolvency and Bankruptcy
Board of India, to act as a regulator for the institutions and the insolvency
process. The law has established new strategies and has implemented
paradigm shifts seen for the first time. It has established a process for an
amalgamative action by the creditors in order to resolve the financial stress
of the debtor. A major shift is seen from debtor-in-possession model to a
model governed by the creditors to decide on the resolution while a third
person is handed over the control of the company as a going concern.3
The law has established National Company Law Tribunal (NCLT), a
specialised court which is empowered to assume the role of adjudicating
1

Report of the Bankruptcy Law Reforms Committee (2015) Volume I: Rationale and
Design. tech. rep. Department of Economic Affairs, ministry of finance, Government of
India, November, 2015
2

Rajeshwari Sengupta, Anjali Sharma, and Susan Thomas, Evolution of the Insolvency
Framework for Non- Financial Firms in India, Tech. rep. IGIDR Working Paper (2016),
3
Bankruptcy Law Reforms Committee (2015) noted that, “... Control of a company is not
divine right. When a firm default on its debt, control of the company should shift to the
creditors. in the absence of swift and decisive mechanisms for achieving this, management
teams and shareholders retain control after default. Bankruptcy law must address this.”
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authority. It does not intervene in the process of resolution but acts as a
judicial watchdog to ensure fairness and compliance with law. Furthermore,
the law empowers National Company Law Appellate Tribunal (NCLAT) as
the appellate authority.

LEGAL FRAMEWORK OF INSOLVENCY AND
BANKRUPTCY CODE, 2016
The Statement of Objects and Reasons of Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code,
2016 (the Code) demonstrates that the Legislature was of the assessment
that the current structure for insolvency and liquidation was lacking and
incapable and brought about unnecessary postponements in goal. The Code
was proposed with the goal of uniting and correcting the laws relating to
reorganization and insolvency resolution of corporate persons, association
firms and people in a time bound manner, maximize the value of assets, to
facilitate enterprises, accessibility of credit and equalization the premiums
of the considerable number of partners, remembering adjustment for the
need of instalment of Government levy and to build up an Insolvency and
Bankruptcy Fund, and matters associated therewith or incidental thereto.
The Code accommodates assigning the NCLT and the Debts Recovery
Tribunal (DRT) as the Adjudicating Authorities for corporate people, firms
and people for goal of indebtedness, liquidation and Chapter 11. The Code
was distributed in the Gazette of India dated 28.05.2016. Arrangements of
the Code were anyway brought into impact from various dates as far as the
stipulation to Section 1(3) of the Code.
The Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016 (31 of 2016) ("the Code")
became effective with the consent of the President of India on 28th May
2016. In a warning dated first June, 2016, the Central Government had
comprised 11 seats of the National Company Law Tribunal (NCLT) in
various states. Under Part II, Chapter VI of the Code, National Company
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Law Tribunal (NCLT) would settle expert for indebtedness goal and
liquidation of Companies, Limited Liability Partnerships (LLPs), any
element with restricted obligation under any law and insolvency of
individual underwriters thereof.
The Central Government built up (powers presented by sub-Section (1) and
(3) of Section 188 of the Code) the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of
India on first October, 2016 which has administrative oversight over the
Insolvency

Professionals,

Insolvency

Professional

Agencies

and

Information Utilities required for activity of the Code. It additionally
composes and implements rules for exchanges, to be specific, corporate
indebtedness goal, corporate liquidation, singular bankruptcy goal and
individual Chapter 11 under the Code.
The new code guarantees a superior and effortless technique for rebuilding
or rearrangement of association's obligation and furthermore accelerates the
liquidation of a bombing business and effective recuperation of lender's
venture. IBC presents the much anticipated and genuinely necessary loan
boss driven technique for settling indebtedness and insolvency. While the
presentation of new code is a recorded change in the nation's economy, its
impact will be found in years to come and will rely upon the foundation
backing and limit of the actualizing specialists and recently framed
conventions.

EASE OF DOING BUSINESS
In settling bankruptcy, India's positioning hopped 56 spots to 52 out of 2019
from 108 a year ago. The credit for this goes to the Insolvency and
Bankruptcy Code (IBC), which came into power in 2016.
In three years, 21,000 cases were alluded to the National Company Law
Tribunal (NCLT), the arbitrating authority under the IBC. Out of 21,000
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cases, 10,000 have been settled - 8,500 cases settled before confirmation
and 1,500 cases were settled through goal or liquidation. The remainder of
the cases are at various phases of indebtedness.
So far near 150 cases have been settled and 600 organizations have been
requested to exchange. Near 300 cases have been pulled back or dismissed
by the NCLT.
Before IBC, the recuperation (of obligation) rate was around 26% and the
time taken for conclusion of the case was more than four years. IBC has
changed this. Presently the normal recuperation rate is 43% if there should
be an occurrence of monetary loan bosses and 49% in the event of
operational leasers. The time normal time taken under IBC is 1.6 years
contrasted with 4.3 years sooner. In the previous goal system, the expense of
the goal was 9%, which has come down to 1% post IBC.
So as to additionally assist the bankruptcy procedure, the administration is
presently hoping to resolve a portion of the issues confronting IBC. The
administration is thinking about just huge cases ought to go to NCLT for
goal through IBC process. For littler cases, it is attempting to make an
elective component for goal. It is additionally arranging an

edge,

particularly for class borrowers like home and debenture purchasers, so a
solitary borrower doesn't drag a working organization into drivel of
bankruptcy process.
The administration presently wants to expand the extent of IBC and turning
out close to home bankruptcy law. The rollout would be in stages. In the
primary stage, individual underwriter to a corporate account holder would
be secured. Next could be a new beginning procedure, which is essentially
offering alleviation to little borrowers who are not in a situation to
reimburse obligation. After that the legislature will execute the indebtedness
law ownership, associations and others.
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India is currently, by a long shot, the best entertainer in South Asia on
settling bankruptcy and shows improvement over the normal for OECD
high-salary economies as far as the recuperation rate, time taken and cost of
procedures.
The World Bank, be that as it may, doesn't think about greater additions
from the IBC. It doesn't consider that the IBC has resuscitated around 200
organizations, some of which were in profound trouble; changed the
indebted person leaser relationship, where the defaulter's heaven is lost, as
verified by the Supreme Court; protected businesspeople from more
profound risks by giving a leave road, as saw by the Prime Minister and so
forth.
The World Bank gauges the view of partners in regard of 'settling
bankruptcy' on two arrangements of pointers, in particular, the quality of
indebtedness system and the recuperation rate. The quality of bankruptcy
structure is a component of four records identifying with beginning of
procedures, the board of association's benefits, rearrangement procedures
and loan boss cooperation. There have been enhancements in all these lists
since the last assessment.
As respects beginning of procedures, the World Bank thinks of it as positive
if an indebtedness structure empowers direct liquidation of a corporate
account holder (CD). The IBC empowered the advisory group of loan
bosses (CoC) to choose to sell a CD whenever. An alteration to the IBC in
August 2019 has explained that the CoC may choose to exchange the CD
whenever during the corporate bankruptcy goal process (CIRP), even before
readiness of data update. The Supreme Court has emphasized in November
2019 that it is for the CoC to choose with regards to whether to restore or
sell the CD. As an issue of training, the mediating authority (AA) takes into
consideration liquidation as and when the CoC chooses so. Indeed, even at
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the phase of use, the AA puts the CD (eg M/s GNB Technologies (India)
Private Ltd in November 2019) under liquidation process, hindering the
CIRP in the main case. This is other than arrangement for direct deliberate
liquidation under the IBC and liquidation under the organization law.
As to the administration of the association's benefits, the IBC encourages
proceeded with tasks of the CD during CIRP. The December 2019
correction to the IBC commands that a permit, license, enlistment, standard,
concession, leeway or a comparative award or right given by the Central
government, the State government, a nearby position, sectoral controller or
some other power established under some other law to a CD will not be
suspended or ended on the grounds of bankruptcy. It additionally requires
continuation of gracefully of merchandise and enterprises which are basic to
secure and protect the estimation of the CD and deal with the activities of
such CD as a going concern. A revision to the IBC in August 2019
commands that a goal plan endorsed by the AA is official on the Central
government, any State government and any neighbourhood authority.
The work has started in right sincere to add a few worth added highlights to
indebtedness system. These incorporate cross-fringe indebtedness, bunch
bankruptcy, singular indebtedness, valuation calling, advertise for bothered
resources, computerization of advance agreements, resolvability of
organizations, and so forth. The specialists stay resolved to address
insufficiencies emerging from execution of the IBC, in a state of harmony
with the developing business sector real factors. India's presentation in
settling indebtedness ought to improve further, however the way to progress
will consistently stay under development.
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